DRONE RECORDS

NEWSFLASH

MARCH 2014

Dear Droners, here's the 2nd update for this year, March 2014
(a much better looking formatted version can be seen / downloaded from: ) www.dronerecords.de/download/Newflash14-03.pdf

* our own label announcements: *
OUT NOW: RAISON D'ETRE - Mise en Abyme CD

(Transgredient Rec. TR-10) € 13.00

the first new R.D. STUDIO album after more than 4 years, an initiation soundtrack into deepest catharsis and recurrence from the psychic depths - revealing tremendous beauty, contemplation and vastness!
video teaser at: http://youtu.be/pmnvden-DBo

HIGHLIGHTS & MAIN RELEASES in this update: new albums by HALO MANASH, CURRENT 93, REFORMED FACTION (LP + CD belonging together, but with different material), RAPOON,
SUNN O))) / ULVER, FRANCISCO LOPEZ (lim. LP), ALIO DIE, KONTAKT DER JÜNGLINGE (THOMAS KÖNER & ASMUS TIETCHENS!), ERIC LA CASA / PEYRONNET do-CD, MATHIAS
GRASSOW, PHIL NIBLOCK (re-issue of first LP!), VOX POPULI/P231 (earliest material on a do-LP)...
& as usual some personal recommendations of the (maybe) more unknown stuff: finally the latest releases of one our favourite drone-labels TAALEM are in stock, almost all of these mCDRs
are recommendable but we would like to especially praise the EPs by (AD)VANCE(D), PHILLIPE LAMY, JEREMIE MATHES and YANN NOVAK!, fantastic dark surrealism by B*TONG on "Hostile
Environments", multi-layered guitar-drone melancholia from STROM NOIR on the second proper CD "Urban Blues", field recording excellence on BJ NILSEN, true machine sounds by VERTONEN
(pic-LP+CDR), the amazing DUMITRESCU 12" on Ideologic Organ, very melancholic/nostalgic post industrial by BEYOND SENSORY EXPERIENCE, surrealistic collage music by FOR KINGS
AND QUEENS and RLW with STEPHEN MEIXNER, a great live LP by French avant-rock band LA STPO, shamanistic industrial from Siberia by AD LUX TENEBRAE, and we have all 6 lim. field
recording releases from the wonderful FRAMEWORK programme in stock now! and and and...
As always, pre-orders & reservations are possible. Most of the titles listed are in stock, others are backorderable quickly. All prices are in EURO and do NOT include postage & handling costs! Please note the minimum
order is 25 Euro. The FULL mailorder-backprogramme is viewable (with search- & orderfunction) on our website www.dronerecords.de. All NEW items listed here are already listed in the database on the website, except for
very rare / single copy items. If you're interested in listening to SOUND-SAMPLES for specific items please follow the website-link / URL we list for the item if existing, almost all labels offer samples on their website.
Please send your orders & all communication to: drone@dronerecords.de
PLEASE always mention THE PRICES (if you don't order through the website) to make our work on your orders easier & faster and to avoid further delays, thanks a lot ! BEST DRONES !!

NR.
-

TITLE

1

(AD)VANCE(D) - Unseen
Intelligence

2

A BROKEN CONSORT - Box of
Birch

3

A BROKEN CONSORT - Box of
Birch

FORMAT LABEL & CAT- YEAR?
NR
-

SHORT INFO / EDITION / LIM.?/ SPECIALS -

PRICE

€5,00

BaraKa[H]

MORE INFO WWW

Taalem alm88

2012

'Unseen Intelligence' is the following release after the great [AD]VANCE[D] 10" for
Substantia Innominata - again a suspenseful and very atmospheric collageconstruction using lots of object and found sounds, backwards-effects, fragmented
voice-material, strange scraping sounds, etc.. very best dark and droney musique
concrete, reminding on BRUME, ILLUSION OF SAFETY, or even LIONEL
MARCHETTI.. highly recommended !

LP

Tompkins Square
TSQ2110

2009

second album of this RICHARD SKELTON project, timeless & beautiful multilayered instrumental drones & atmospherics created with strings, acoustic guitar,
piano, etc.. - a mixture of harmonics & floating overtunes..

€17,50

www.tompkinssquare.com

CD

Tompkins Square
TSQ2134

2009

CD version comes with 12 p booklet

€15,00

www.tompkinssquare.com

€13,00

www.infinitefog.ru

€15,00

www.aliodie.com

mCD-R

4

AD LUX TENEBRAE Ouroboros

CD

Infinite Fog
Productions IF-37

2013

newest release by the ritual industrial shamans from Siberia; sounds of
thunderstorm and primeval Ural forests, spoken & whispered invocations, gong &
metal sounds, handmade drums & flutes, all creating a very authentic, lonely &
otherworldy atmosphere...two unique rituals were recorded; comparable to EMME
YA, ARKTAU EOS, etc.. lim. 170

5

AGLAIA - Centurion

CD

Hic Sunt Leones HSL
070

2014

along with ALIO DIE there's a second main project on HIC SUNT LEONES that
developed a very special form of breathing ambience: the Italian duo AGLAIA, who
add a 'progressive' component to their daydreaming elusive sound...

1

www.taalem.com

6

ALIO DIE & SYLVI ALLI Amidst the Circling Spires

7

AQUA DORSA - The November
Earth

8

BABYLONE CHAOS - Noises
from the Attic

9

BAD ALCHEMY - No. 79 (Dec.
2013)

BEYOND SENSORY
10
EXPERIENCE - Faint

CD

CD

mCD-R

mag

CD

2014

first time collab. by the Italian organic ambience master with singer SYLVI ALLI,
who adds a strong 'heavenly voices' component... . loops & drones performed on
carillon, kalimba, zither, different objects and field recordings merge with a
touching female voice... "a, hybrid between sonorous soundscapes and acoustic
mysticism"

€15,00

www.aliodie.com

Gterma gterma025

2013

AQUA DORSA is the project of OÖPHOI & ENRICO CONIGLIO, with recordings
finalized in 2013 => shining & ultra light and lonely micro-sound ambience like
atmospheric raindrops... comes with 12p full colour booklet incl. short story (on
Italian) by OÖPHOI.... the legacy of GIANLUIGI GASPARETTI aka OÖPHOI, who
passed away in April 2013

€13,00

http://gterma.blogspot.se

Taalem alm95

2013

main project of French artist JULIEN CORNU-KUOCH, who also works under
other names; organic sounds (wood crunching) and hissy drones develop into a
complex / massive soundscape ...excellent dark walls of drone, to discover !

€5,00

www.taalem.com

2013

new reviews & articles: GHEDALIA TAZARTES, LINDSAY COOPER R.I.P.,
REMOTE VIEWERS, EDITIONS MEGO, uTON MIKROTON RECORDINGS,
RUNE GRAMMOFON, TZADIK, 12K, ATTENUATION CIRCUIT, SUBSTANTIA
INNOMINATA, MONOTYPE, CHMAFU NOCORDS, TOUCH, and much more from
experimental, drone, post-industrial, impro & advanced jazz-scene.. Deutsche
Sprach, 88 Seiten, handliches Format, günstig & geistreich !

€3,50

www.badalchemy.de

2013

second album by BSE on Cyclic Law, we think their most melancholic & emotional
album so far, this lulls you into a deep deep sad trance between sleep and dream,
working with fragile female voice, transformed piano sounds, etc.... so slow &
touching...

€13,00

www.cycliclaw.com

€14,00

www.denovali.com

Projekt Records 292

Bad Alchemy

Cyclic Law 58th Cycle

BIRDS OF PASSAGE - This
11
kindly Slumber

CD

Denovali DEN 189

2014

third album by this female project from New Zealand, stunning dream ambience
with tender-hearted vocals, beautifully flowing and waving... imagine an even more
melancholic & atmospheric GROUPER, or SLOWDIVE without any rockelements..

BIRDS OF PASSAGE - This
kindly Slumber

LP

Denovali DEN 189

2014

lim vinyl version

€20,00

www.denovali.com

2013

phantastic new album by the Swiss 'experimental droner', very dark & otherworldy
transcendental muzak with no recognizable instrumental sounds or harmonies,
everything that appears is transformed, deranged, mutated in a very eerie way... a
surrealistic dark drone mastepriece !!!

€13,00

www.greytone.eu

€13,00

www.infractionrecords.com

12

B*TONG - Hostile
13
Environments

CD

Greytone grey013

CELER - Discourses of the
14
Withered

CD

Infraction INFX 028

2012

re-mastered re-issue of CELERs very first "fabric-pressed" album from 2008 (with
recordings from 2006) - slow repetitive & flowing melancholia waves & washes,
WILLIAM BASINSKI meets old ULTRA MILKMAIDS or ULTRASOUND,
wonderfully emotive.... lim. 500

15 CELER - Voyeur

LP

Humming Conch
CONCH 009

2014

music for a film-score of the same name which has never been realized, recorded
already in 2008 in the studio of the film-company in California (!) => bright
electronic dream-drones and shimmering resonances, with a touch of melancholy,
mystery & drama... feat. vocals by DANIELLE BAQUET-LONG; lim. 300

€16,00

www.hummingconch.net

The Spheres THE
SPHERES SEVEN

2014

limited vinyl version of the new album, comes in gatefold-cover & with A3 Poster,
feat. JAMES BLACKSHAW, OSSIAN BROWN (CYCLOBE), NICK CAVE (!),
JOHN ZORN (!), ANTONY, etc..

€23,00

www.myrninerest.com

Ideologic Organ SOMA

2013

'Pierres Sacrees' is a very strong, almost 'industrial' piece finished 1991, for

€15,50

www.ideologic.com

CURRENT 93 - I am the Last of
16 all the Field that fell: A
Channel
17 DUMITRESCU, IANCU - Pierres

do-LP

LP

2

Sacrees / Hazard and
Tectonics
EARTH - Angels Of Darkness,
Demons Of Light II
FEINE TRINKERS BEI
PINKELS DAHEIM (F.T.B.P.D.) /
DER BEKANNTE POST19
INDUSTRIELLE TROMPETER
(D.B.P.I.T.) - Stille Nacht / Dark
King
18

003

pic-do-LP

7"

prepared piano, metallic plates & objects, intense - noisy - expressive; 'Hazard and
Tectonics' is a new piece (2013) of computer generated music; great long play 12"
(45 rpm) by the Romanian composer & philosoph

Southern Lord
LORD149

2012

limited picture disc edition of their 2012-album, 45 rpm

White Rabbit Records
WRR 006

2005

back in stock this split EP feat. a totally deranged version of a Christmas song,
special cover-art, lim./numb. 299 copies

€7,50

www.white-rabbit-records.org

€8,00

www.subterraneansonic.de

€20,00

www.southernlord.com

FOR KINGS AND QUEENS 20 One Day I discovered a
Dreamachine

CD-R

Subterranean Sonic
Sub Sonic 002/09

2009

the Berlin-based project with a nice work (second album) about "time, relativity,
fragility, changing, awareness and human consciousness" - roaring amorph dark
drones & weird instrumental elements (guitar, mouth organ?), enriched with field
and object recordings, backwards-voices, etc.. surrealistic, weird & otherworldly at
the same time... comes in printed A5 envelope with 4p colour inlay with bizarre
drawings; recommended !

21 GRASSOW, MATHIAS - Sky

CD

Gterma gterma002

2011

re-issue of CDR album fro 2000 with additional material in the newly arranged
condensation... pure floating bliss, timeless contemplation, synth-rays as wide as
the sky... nice ed. with 12 p. full colour booklet

€13,00

http://gterma.blogspot.se

GRASSOW, MATHIAS Tamanoshima

CD

Gterma gterma034

2013

brand new work reflecting the eternal waves & vibrations of water & air, "a warm
and glowing drift based on material composed in the summer of 2013" - comes
with full colour 16p. booklet

€13,00

http://gterma.blogspot.se

2013

totally suspended ambience & very soft dissolving amorph drone clouds by this
Japanese project... "the sensation of being lost deep inside the endless distance of
a great between"; comparable to CELER, YUI ONODERA, etc.. comes with 16p
full colour booklet

€13,00

http://gterma.blogspot.se

2014

re-issue of CDR from 2009 ( with recordings Sept. 2008), showing HALO
MANASHs "contemplative forest music", using solely acoustic instumental sources
(gongs, horns, archaic flutes, objects)...very meditative & quiet mystery drones
with moments of holy silence.. comes in handfinished cardboard boxes with 8panel booklet, lim. 444 copies

€13,00

www.auralhypnox.com

2013

three long new recordings made in 2013 - showing the Finnish 'Otherworldembracers' much more reduced & focused as before, these are subliminal drone
excursions using harmonium (?), soft percussion & fascinating field recordings of
water, etc.. lim. 350 copies - silkscreened cardboard box with three hand-finished
photos

€14,00

www.auralhypnox.com

2014

four new studio tracks by LUKE YOUNGER aka HELM (who is also a member of
BIRDS OF DLEAY) on clear vinyl, very powerful pulsing & repetitive structures
again with sharp & metallic sounds & drones... the suspenseful meeting of drone &
industrial..

€16,00

www.pan-act.com

2012

behind HOKURU we find a collaboration project of well known MICHAEL
NORTHAM (see Substantia Innominata SUB-10), with SACHIYO HONDA &
SABRI MEDDEB from Belgium => their first release is this 24 min. one-tracker, an
improvised hyper-flowing drone-cloud made out of instrumental sounds &

€5,00

www.taalem.com

22

23 HAKOBUNE - If it were to fade

24

25

HALO MANASH - Caickuwi
Cauwas Walkeus

HALO MANASH - Wesieni
Wainajat

26 HELM - The Hollow Organ

HOKURO - Rôh mén rir
27
néhââyâh - une âme sans fin

CD

Gterma gterma029

CD

Aural Hypnox - Stellar
Mansion series
[AHSM01]

CD

Aural Hypnox Underworld Editions
[AHUE03]

12"

mCD-R

PAN Records PAN 50

Taalem alm90

3

electronics like accordeon, strings, distant voices and objects, full of tiny details...
reminds on PAULINE OLIVEROS, ALIO DIE, HITOSHI KOJO..

do-CD

Omnempathy
OMCD04 / OMCD04A

2013

"A hoochie-coochie carnival for the end of time" - original score for the 'Teatr
blackSKYwhite' production OMEGA, a kind of bewildering earplay in the tradition
of the 'Theatre of Cruelty', bizarre, surrealistic and emotional, an esoteric freakshow, impossible to describe with words! This is the lim. extra disc edition with a
full CD of "Michael Begg's Black Glass Ensemble" (OMCD04A)

29 HYBRYDS - Music for Rituals

do-CD

Zoharum ZOHAR 0592

2014

re-issue of the legendary HYBRYDS album released by ARTWARE in 1992,
comes with a full bonus CD (74+ min.) of unreleased & rare material; lim. 500

€15,00

ILLUSION OF SAFETY / LIFE
30 GARDEN / VOICE OF EYE The Nature of Sand

CD

Manifold Records MAN
CD 20

2000

absolute last NEW copies back in stock of this great release feat. two ultra-long
tracks with live recordings from 1995 (IOS with LIFE GARDEN-members and IOS
with VOICE OF EYE)

€13,00

31 IN CAMERA - untitled

LP

Some Fine Legacy
SFL003

2005

back in stock last copies, the debut-album of the IN CAMERA project by TIMO
VAN LUIJK & CHRISTOPH HEEMANN.... beautiful 'hand-carved drones', lim /
numb. 500 copies

€17,50

CD

Errata in Excelsis
eie06

2007

a godlike one-tracker (44 min.), trancy surrealistic drone-scapes of a higher beauty
using many "concrete" / field recording elements.. BACK IN STOCK !

€13,50

CD

Helen Scarsdale
Ageny HMS002

2004

the 'complex drone' masterpiece by IRR.APP.(ext.) - dedicated to WILHELM
REICH; back in stock, highly recommended !

€13,00

www.helenscarsdale.com

CD

Aural Hypnox Underworld Editions
[AHUE02]

2013

so far unreleased, very early material by this Finnish project (rec. around 1999)
with members of HALO MANASH and ZOÄT-AON; extremely eerie ritual muzak,
influenced by encounters with 'visitors from beyond'; lim. 350 copies - comes in
silk-screened cardboard-box with three colour photos

€14,00

www.auralhypnox.com

€14,00

www.diestadtmusik.de

28

HUMAN GREED / MICHAEL
BEGG - Omega:ost

IRR.APP.(ext.) - Cosmic
Superimposition
IRR.APP.(ext.) - Ozeanische
33
Gefühle
32

34 I. CORAX - Cella Phantasma

KONTAKT DER JÜNGLINGE 35
Makrophonie 1
KUBOTA, KAZUMA / S.I.V.
[SELF-INFLICTED VIOLENCE] 36
The first Cry / Atrocity of
Sunrises
LA CASA, ERIC / CEDRIC
37 PEYRONNET - Zones
Portuaires

38

LA STPO - Wir schwitzen
Blumen / La STPO in Concerts

39 LAMY, PHILIPPE - Entre Deux

€18,00

www.omnempathy.com

www.zoharum.com

CD

Die Stadt DS 109

2014

the project by THOMAS KÖNER & ASMUS TIETCHENS with the first (!) studio
album, and first new release after 10 years => one long refined haunting dronetracker with micro-tonal occurences, phantastic otherworldy sounds setting
everything under heavy gravitation... lim. 500

7"

Underground Pollution
Records / Cipher

2013

Japanese harsh noise 'newcomer' with a well-composed track pairing with S.I.V.
from Poland doing extreme noise with silent blocks; wash your brain, think again!
black vinyl, lim. 150

€7,00

do-CD

Herbal International
Concrete Disc 1304-2 /
11.2013

2013

processed harbour recordings made in Le Havre (France) and Liege (Belgium) by
two masters of the 'mesmerizing field recordings'- genre, each artist feat. one full
CD; import from Malaysia !

€23,00

2013

impressive album with a collection of furious live recordings (2006-2009) by this
wonderful and energetic art-rock/ 'avant-prog' / dada-punk ensemble with insane &
expressive vocals from Rennes, France, now existing since almost 30 years!
Perfect stuff for you if you like the 'wilder' bands on ReR Megacorp like HENRY
COW, or FAUST, D.D.A.A., ETRON FOU LELOUBLAN; lim. 250 , 180 gr vinyl ,
download code

€15,00

kdbrecords.free.fr

2013

hallucinatory microsounds & drones from this painter & plastic arts sculptor from
Toulouse, France, derived from field recordings and (maybe) objects.. whispering,
subtle dreambient, slow & hazy..... unrecognizable sources full of tiny details, really
fascinating !!

€5,00

www.taalem.com

LP

mCD-R

KdB Records KDB004

Taalem alm91

4

undergroundpollution.e-monsite.com

LEJEUNE, JACQUES - Parages
40 and other Electroacoustic
Works

41

42

LEPENIK - Music with Words Rhythms for Dancing

LOCUSTA MIGRATORIA same

LOPEZ, FRANCISCO - Untitled
43
# 295
MADAME O UND IHRE
KOPFFILM-BANDE 44 Wunderhübsche Mädchen
schmeissen LSD Trips im
Kindergarten
MAREGIANO, ANNE 45 CHARLEMAGNE PALESTINE,
THE GOLDEN SOUND

46 MATHES, JEREMIE - Oiarzun

47

MIXED BAND PHILANTROPIST
- The impossible Humane

MUFFBUDE - Grundlagen der
48
Waldwirtschaft

3 x CD

CD

LP

LP

Robot Records RR-42

Genesungswerk gw22

KdB Records KDB003

GOD Records GOD 22

2013

massive retrospective release with six long tape-compositions (1971-1985, 3 1/2
hours playtime) by this French composer, student of PIERRE SCHAEFFER &
FRANCOIS BAYLE, often working on mythological themes, incl. his master-piece
'Blanche-Neige' (1975); comes with two booklets feat. program notes & texts

€29,00

www.robotrecords.com

2005

completely overlooked album which unfolds a very strange, surrealistic beauty,
using nostalgic film-like quotes, poetry, weird electronic vintage sounds, in its
strangeness comparable to KALLABRIS, in its nostaglic flair to old French films or
even FIRST HUMAN FERRO's dreamy ambience - a remarkable work from the
Austrian musician (once a member of FETISH 69) and label maker (TONTO) from
Graz , filed under: uncategorizable nostalgic strangeness... back in stock !

€13,00

www.genesungswerk.de

2013

'LM likes drone doom with spicy sauce' - project of LA STPO member(s), obscure
drone-soundscapes with guitar, distorted bass, bubbling analog synths, percussion
& bizare (Spanish) vocals & unidentified instruments..somehow improvised &
energetic, highly original & idiosyncratic stuff, no easy listening! Comes with
download code, lim. 250

€14,00

kdbrecords.free.fr

2014

mysterious ultra low frequency pulses & crackles, sounds like electrified whistles..
a masterpiece of mysterious muzak that sinks into your mind like cotton wool into
water.... two long tracks especially designed for vinyl, hard to find album released
by the excellent Austrian GOD label

€21,00

www.godrec.com

€15,00

www.futurejam.net

€23,00

www.re-voir.com

www.taalem.com

LP

Future Jam FJ005

2013

side project of MATER SUSPIRIA VISION member COSMOTROPIA DE XAM lim./numb. 200 copies (re-issue of rare PHANTASMA DISQUES release from
2012) - pure cosmic synth space vibrations wafting into hallucination waves, with a
soft (german) female voice over, talking about her trippy expereinces... obscure /
lovely record !!

DVD

RE:VOIR / Atopic

2013

70 mins documentary from 2011 about the ever amazing trance-performer, feat.
interview material & un-edited recordings of his performances, plus a bonus film
from 1975 and a 40 page book; english with french subtitles

2013

the fourth published work by this promising French 'new experimental drone' artist,
who uses mysterious field recordings taken from "vibrant matters of acoustic
origins" and musical instruments for his long stretched transcension-drones that
spread out like wind flurries in many directions, with slowly elevating overtunes like
living creatures.. beautiful stuff, highly recommended !!

€5,00

2014

first ever vinyl re-issue of the very rare & legendary collectors LP by this sideproject of NEW BLOCKADERS - a milestone of mail-art & collage-noise, using
source material from P16.D4, ORGANUM, NURSE WITH WOUND, ANDREW
CHALK, H.N.A.S., ASMUS TIETCHENS, MERZBOW, HATERS, and many more...
comes with two bonus tracks not on the original LP from a rare 7", lim. 400

€16,00

www.staubgold.com

2013

german project described as "soundcrap taskforce no.1"(!): bizarre self recorded
found sounds, radio snapshots, rehearsal room mutations & sound exhibitions, all
put together in a low-fi way for a bizarre collage... two MCs in double tape box with
inlays, somehow limited, on FRANK ROWENTAs dada cult-label EIGENBAU

€15,00

www.eigenbau.rowenta.cc

mCD-R

LP

Taalem alm92

Staubgold 129

2 x MC-BOX Eigenbau Records 10

49 MULM - The End of Greatness

CD

Cyclic Law 40th Cycle

2012

MULM is a Norwegian dark ambient 'supergroup' - a collaboration between
NORTHAUNT, AVSKY and TAPHEPHOBIA => extremely slow & dismal ambience
with the typical nothern touch.. lim. 500 - 12 page booklet

€13,00

www.cycliclaw.com

50 MULTER - Berge im Bunker

CD

Consoulingsounds

2010

finally a new CD by this German project (feat. "N" known for his isolationistic solo-

€13,00

www.consouling.be

5

CON 007

51 N (2) / [BOLT] - N (30), [BOLT]

52 N [22] - Goor
NAM-KHAR - Selected Rituals
53
Works 1
NEROS TANZENDE
54 ELEKTROPÄPSTE - Rotes
Brikett
NIBLOCK, PHILL - Nothin to
55
look at just a Record
NILSEN, BJ - Eye of the
56
Microphone

57 NOVAK, YANN - Hollow.River

58 NULL, KK - Prime Radiant

59

ØE & ENRICO CONIGLIO Inner Frost

60 PACIFIC 231 - Micromega
61 PITRE, DUANE - Bridges

LP

do-LP

MC

Midira Records MD
011

2013

studio collaboration by [BOLT], a German two-basses doom-drone outfit, with sologuitar-dronist "N", resulting in three long pieces of dark harmonic oceanic spherics,
slowly evolving from silence to noise... and back again.. lost in reverie; over 40
min. playtime & comes with bonus download of remixes from DIRK SERRIES,
AIDAN BAKER, SELMATRIX, AALFANG MIT PFERDEKOPF, etc... very nice, lim.
100 only !!!

Denovali Records
den70

2014

new longplayer by this German minimal guitar droner, now using also organsounds and incorporationg highly introspective & melancholic atmospheres; lim.
100 copies only - high price unavoidable, we only have very few !!

€32,50

2013

second release by this anonymous duo from the Rhein/Main area in Germany,
combining ethno-percussion & transformed chants with electronic sequencer
ambience, very minimal & focused; lim. ed. 31 copies with handpainted covers,
very nice - to discover !

€7,00

2013

the return of this more than 30 year old German experimental
NDW/dada/nonsense project with weird spoken word lyrics, with titles like "Ein
Trampolin für Oma" and "Vollsynthetischer Veitstanz" and a retro-electronic
pseudo-pop/dub approach; comes in double tape-box with two full-colour inlays

€15,00

www.eigenbau.rowenta.cc

2013

first time vinyl re-issue of NIBLOCKs first LP from 1982 feat. two side-long drone
pieces for trombones - completely handplayed & instrumental using exact tunings,
masterful & rich multi-layered drones are created with amazing wavering effects....
phantastic! comes with 4p. inlay

€18,50

www.superiorviaduct.com

2013

an array of field recordings from the City of London => BN NILSEN has discovered
many isolated aural micro-worlds within the cacaphony of a mega-city, as usual
excellent spatial sound quality & fascinating drones & beautiful acoustic objects
beyond.. comes with extensive liner-notes

€14,00

www.touchmusic.org.uk

2012

Drone Records artist (Drone-Mind 2 LP) with a ghostly one-tracker of highly
minimal & quiet, immersive nature-drones; the processed material is based on field
recordings made from a thawing river in Wyoming, USA: pure & somehow magic
contemplation sounds !

€5,00

Blossoming Noise
bn004CD

2005

back in stock one of the definitely best NULL works, highly abstract electronic
noise thunderstorms full of energy, but also more atmospheric 'pitch sculptures'
creating unusual quasi-rhythmic structures, uncompromising stuff that directly
attacks your brain!

Taalem alm94

2013

first collaboration by these two Italian artists, two tracks of "glacial ambient", using
long stretched synths, ocean waves, frosty micro sounds... creates an embracing
atmosphere, reminds on OÖPHOI, M. GRASSOW, etc..

€5,00

2013

digitally processed guitar-sounds on the vinyl + a 35 min. video on the USB-stick;
comes in special gatefold cover & on splatter coloured vinyl; collector's item by the
legendary French post-industrial project, lim. 250

€33,00

www.silentmediaprojects.com

2013

two compositions for instruments (cello, sax, mandolin, etc.) & electronics by this

€14,50

www.importantrecords.com

Nam-Khar self
released

2 x MC-BOX Eigenbau Records 11

LP

CD

mCD-R

CD

mCD-R

Superior Viaduct SV
33

Touch TO:91

Taalem alm89

LP & USBSilent Media SM003
stick
CD

guitar works) who had once a 7" on Drone Records (DR-51, 2001); this release is
based on a sound-installation they made to an exhibition of BARBARA MEISNER
2008 & 2009 in a bunker in Dortmund; lim. / numbered ed. 200, handmade
cardboard-cover; two long beautiful "experimental overtune-ambience" tracks
using metal object sounds & guitars.. highly recommended !!

Important Records

6

€21,00

www.midirarecords.com

www.denovali.com

€13,00

www.facebook.com/pages/Nam-khar

www.taalem.com

www.blossomingnoise.com

www.taalem.com

IMPREC390

POOK, JOCELYN - Desh
62
(Homeland)
RAISON D'ETRE - In Sadness,
63 Silence and Solitude
(expanded edition)
RAISON D'ETRE - Mise en
64
Abyme

CD

Pook Music PM001

do-CD & 7" :retortae: elixier 5

interesting & prolific "just intonation" composer, merging Eastern & Western
influences..

2012

music for a dance theatre choreography by the AKRAM KHAN COMPANY premiered in UK in Sept. 2011, using field recordings from Bangladesh in
combination with POOKs neo-classic orchestral instrumentation & Eastern folk
influences... amazing soundtrackish stuff again by this great British composer

€16,00

www.jocelynpook.com

2014

special edition (lim. 100) of this 1997 album re-issue (4th full album of RAISON
D'ETRE), includes one full disc of unreleased material from the same period, plus
a 7" with material from 1996,deconstructed 2013 !!

€39,00

retortae.bandcamp.com

2014

the first new STUDIO album after more than 4 years, an initiation soundtrack into
deepest catharsis and recurrence from the psychic depths - revealing tremendous
beauty, contemplation and vastness! The definite raison d'etre masterpiece! OUT
NOW !!! check the video teaser at: http://youtu.be/pmnvden-DBo

€13,00

http://youtu.be/pmnvden-DBo

€19,50

CD

Transgredient Records
TR-10

RAPOON - Moon and Cups
65
Series # 1

7"

Ultra-Mail Prod. U.M.P.
025

2013

rare 7" (lim. 100 in total) on this label from Hongkong, two tracks filled with
hallucinogenic ethno-drones, exotic flute-sounds & rhythms, strange voices... gives
you the full "early ZOVIET FRANCE" feeling; great but expensive EP! clear vinyl &
two colour postcards included

66 RAPOON - Psi-Transient

CD

Aquarelllist aquarel 2513

2013

"A faint memory of once knowing and now forgotten. Elusive and dreamlike the
ghosts return." [ROBIN STOREY] - rare new Rapoon work released in Russia,
shimmering in many colours... lim. 400

€13,00

www.aquarellist.ru

€22,00

retortae.bandcamp.com

67

REFORMED FACTION - Save
our Ghohsts Volume I

LP

:retortae: elixier 1

2013

the first release on this new label from Estonia is a two part edition (LP + CD with
different material) by the prolific project of ex (2/3) ZOVIET FRANCE, filed under
'sophisticated delicate ritual ambient' as the labels names it...very hypnotique
loops, pulses, delays, orchestral multi-layers in the special low-fi way...very much
like Z.F. in the old days! lim. 150 only, silver clear vinyl, special cover

68

REFORMED FACTION - Save
our Ghohsts Volume II

CD

:retortae: elixier 2

2013

the first release on this new label from Estonia is a two part edition (LP + CD ) by
the prolific project of ex (2/3) ZOVIET FRANCE, filed under 'sophisticated delicate
ritual ambient' as the labels names it... lim. 450 , 6 panel digipack

€14,00

retortae.bandcamp.com

€13,00

www.monotyperecords.com

69

RLW + SRMEIXNER - Just like
a Flower when Winter begins

CD

Monotype Records
mono060

2013

weird & very experimental but at times also beautiful droney collaboration
recordings (2010-2013) by RALF WEHOWKSY (P16.D4) and STEPHEN
MEIXNER (CONTRASTATE), going new paths using German poetry and masses
of deranged german SCHLAGER & lots of other spoken word material mixed with
all kinds of bizarre found sounds.. great collage/plunderphonic music where
anything can happen in the next few seconds.... funny, surrealistic, mind-explosive
!

70

SAINT PETERS CROSS - 111DIRT-222

CD-R

Metarealist Records
META 07

2013

first full length album by this Ukrainian death industrial duo, ranging from harsh
earthquake sounds over demonic doom ambience to more silents parts, always
oscillating between eruption & contemplation...

€10,00

Metarealist Records
META 06

2013

three mini albums from Ukrainian post-industrial / noise projects on one CD; very
good eerie industrial noise collages from ST. PETERS CROSS, strange
surrealistic ambience & filmic noise by KRABATH, and harsh power electronics
attacks from JOAN MIRO, mixed with obscure low fi voice experiments and more
bleak silent dark rooms, very versatile and hard to pin down..=> great release for
discoverving the Ukrainian industrial underground !

€10,00

Taalem alm93

2013

newcomer from Denmark who presents one long (20 min.) piece with

SAINT PETERS CROSS /
KRABATH / JOAN MIRO - The
71
Wrath / Arum Rapasopis /
Artist
72 SCHOU, JANNICK - Eldey

CD-R

mCD-R

7

€5,00

www.taalem.com

overwhelming orchestral effect, elevating washes of waving and multi-layered
drone rays..

2013

third full album by this ultra spheric melancholiac from Italy, these nostalgia drones
are made from effected guitar, organ and self-made loops, creates a wonderful
mellow & sad atmosphere ... reminds on LABRADFORD, STARS OF THE LID,
WILLIAM BASINSKI....

€14,00

www.denovali.com

2013

lim. vinyl version

€20,00

www.denovali.com

2014

the Slovakian beauty-droner known from Drone-Mind//Mind-Drone Vol. 2 with the
second "fabric-pressed" CD, inspired by 'reverse deja-vu' feelings of a city-walk..
textures of shimmering guitar spheres ambient with discreet electronics & field
recordings, bitter sweet melancholia..

€12,00

www.zoharum.com

10"

Reue um Reue
RuR005

2007

project of TOBIAS FISCHER (FEU FOLLET) and MIRKO UHLIG (AALFANG MIT
PFERDEKOPF), a great retro-trip into soundrealms of the "Berliner Schule" of the
70's (TANGERINE DREAM, ENO, KLUSTER...); golden vinyl, great special
designed sleeves, numbered ed. of 347 copies, last copies back in stock !

€15,00

http://eys.online.fr/tutrur

do-LP

Southern Lord
SUNN50

2013

re-issue of album from 2005, lim 1000 on silver vinyl, deluxe cover

€27,50

www.southernlord.com

studio collaboration of SUNN O))) with Norwegians ULVER => three stunning
tracks of almost elegant & melodramatic drone with additional jazzy and orchestral
elements (trumpet, violin, vibraphone, piano & synths), really captivating &
surprising, recorded in Oslo 2008; an "unlikely rendezvous of Miles Davis’ electric
jazz surrealism and Sunn O)))’s fathom-deep drones" [Pitchfork]; ORANGE vinyl,
lim. 1000

€18,50

www.southernlord.com

€15,50

www.southernlord.com

2013

the emotional & melancholic side of dark ambience, using especially spheric
guitar-based sounds & dark harmonies, the perfect soundtrack to an introspective
inner journey, excellent new album reminding on TROUM/MAEROR TRI,
DESIDERII MARGINIS, etc.. beautiful & desolate at the same time!

€13,00

www.cycliclaw.com

€13,00

www.cycliclaw.com

SELAXON LUTBERG - Simboli
73
Accidentali

CD

Denovali DEN 183

SELAXON LUTBERG - Simboli
Accidentali

LP

Denovali DEN 183

CD

Zoharum ZOHAR 0602

74

75 STROM NOIR - Urban Blues

SUNEATERS - Cosmic Insight,
76
Baby (Part 1)
77 SUNN O))) - Black One

78

SUNN O))) & ULVER Terrestrials

LP

Southern Lord
SUNN200

2014

79

SUNN O))) & ULVER Terrestrials

CD

Southern Lord
SUNN200

2014

TAPHEPHOBIA - Escape from
80
the mundane Self

CD

Cyclic Law 61st Cycle

THE FLOATING WORLD - The
81
Wood beyond the World

CD

Cyclic Law 2nd Eclipse

2013

project around AMANDA VOTTA inspired by Buddhist philosophy and a novel from
WILLIAM MORRIS, emanating much more brighter & 'positive' psychedelic
vibrations & atmospheres (as usual known for Cyclic Law acts), using lots of flute
sounds and other instrumental sources like guitar, bells, piano... everything floats
and is ephemeral forever..

TIETCHENS, ASMUS - Der
fünfte Himmel

LP

Bureau B BB LP 156

2014

outtakes from the early "SKY" phase of Hamburgs genius 'anorganic' pseudo-pop
magician, all recorded 1980-1983 & previously unpublished !!

€18,50

www.bureau-b.com

Bureau B BB LP 155

2014

finally a vinyl re-issue of his very first solo LP from 1980 with recordings from
1975-1978 made on MOOG Sonic Six and Minimoog, produced by PETER
BAUMANN (TANGERINE DREAM); strange harmonic ghostly synth-music,
revealing even a dark romantic character...

€18,50

www.bureau-b.com

Taalem alm96

2013

project from UK, using guitars / synths / field recordings, first physical release with
very mellow electronica ambience on this 6 track EP

€5,00

www.taalem.com

Underground Pollution

2012

split 7" on this French underground noise label by the Chinese masters of harsh

€7,00

undergroundpollution.e-monsite.com

82

TIETCHENS, ASMUS 83
Nachtstücke
TONE COLOR - Today will die
Tomorrow
85 TORTURING NURSE /
84

LP

mCD-R
7"

8

EZCATON - Eternal
Foreshadowed / In Humana
Ombra Solitaria
86 TROUM - Dreaming Muzak
TUNNELS OF AH - Lost
87
Corridors
VAGINA DENTATA ORGAN /
88 NEW NOVETA - The
Administration of Physique

89

VERTONEN - Fait a la Machine
/ Machines Domestiques

90 VORTEX - Kali Yuga

91

92

VOX POPULI! / PACIFIC 231 Cut Chemist presents Funk Off

V.A.- NURSE WITH WOUND
FÜR ARME

Records

CD-R

CD

7" & mini
DVD

pic-LP &
CDR

CD

do-LP & 7"

5 x CD-R
BOX

noise from Shanghai & the "nekronoise" project EZCATON from Italy; sick sounds
for sick braincells! Orange vinyl, lim.200 , handmade wallpaper cover

2006

re-release of cassette from 1997 (the only MC one from Troum so far), comes in
oversized cardboard-cover. Two long droning soundtracks to be played during
your dreams; last copies of the CD-R edition back in stock

Cold Spring
CSR184CD

2013

new project of former HEAD OF DAVID singer STEPHEN BURROUGHS with
debut release, amorph metallic overtone ghost-drones and 'industrial esoterica'
filled with mysterious vocal material... "a marriage between LUSTMORD and Z'EV"
[Compulsion Online]

€12,00

Ultra-Mail Prod. U.M.P.
023

2013

split 7" with live recordings made in Hongkong July 2013, plus video films of the
same event & additional clips from previous live performances in Berlin, Bristol &
Paris 2012-2013; lim. 150 copies only !

€23,00

2013

amazing change in style for the long active project from Chicago...this is pure
machine-sound, the "true industrial" music with hypnotic effect that reminds on
VIVENZA or Russian retro-futurists like LINIJA MASS, with a focus also on the
wonderful humming and droning sounds of mechanical devices... original
recordings of: Hydraulic Hammer, Diesel Engine, Gas Turbines, etc.. lim. 300,
handnumbered and signed, with some lock-grooves on the vinyl

€20,00

www.cipsite.net

2013

third album by this German project (of one :GOLGATHA: member), now turning
more into ritualistic & percussive drone-areas ('modern aural shamanism'), inspired
by the 'Iron Age' of Hindu Mythology, the meeting of shamanistic & martial
elements like on the latest VASILISK album = the best VORTEX album yet we
think !!

€13,00

www.cycliclaw.com

2014

a collection of early highlights, rare tracks and previously unreleased material from
1983-1986 (mainly taken from early MCs and compilations) by the legendary
French VOX POPULI! & PACIFIC 231 project, this is the more experimental /
industrial side of both projects, all re-mastered and comes with 12p LP sized
booklet containing photographs, flyers and art from the group, plus a lim. 7" with
partly unreleased tracks from 1983+1984, for the first pressing!!

€36,00

2013

"NWW for poor people" - four projects from the deepest german experimental
underground spread on 5 CDRs, feat. DIE BUNDESLADE, GRN, MUFFBUDE and
NEROS TANZENDE ELEKTROPÄPSTE; if you know the label you can imagine
what to expect, not the standard industrial noise, but dadaistic 'arte povera' headtrips with earplay like qualities & and a mutated surrealistic approach! Lim. 25
copies only, comes in box with diverse inlays..

€25,00

www.eigenbau.rowenta.cc

€20,00

www.frameworkradio.net

€20,00

www.frameworkradio.net

Kokeshidisk kodi 5

Crippled Intellect
Productions CIP025 /
Ratskin Rec. RSR034

Cyclic Law 60th Cycle

A Stable Sound
ASS008

Eigenbau Records 09

93

V.A. - Framework Seasonal
Issue #1, Autumn 2011

CD-R

Framework Editions

2011

limited fund-raising release for the great 'Framework' radioprogramme dedicated to
all kinds of experimental field recordings, run by PATRICK McGINLEY aka
MURMER; comes in handmade silk-screened origami packaging, first volume feat.
unreleased material only by: MARC BEHRENS, PAULO RAPOSO,
MECHA/ORGA, ERNST KAREL, SEB. HEGARTY, etc... explore the beauty of
field recordings, found sounds, environmental micro-worlds !!

94

V.A. - Framework Seasonal
Issue #2, Spring 2012

CD-R

Framework Editions

2012

limited fund-raising release for the great 'Framework' radioprogramme dedicated to
all kinds of experimental field recordings, second volume feat. unreleased material
only by: LASSE-MARC RIEK, JAMES WYNESS, DAVE PHILLIPS, AYMERIC DE

9

€9,00

www.taalem.com

www.coldspring.co.uk

TAPOL, etc... explore the beauty of field recordings, found sounds, environmental
micro-worlds !!

95

V.A. - Framework Seasonal
Issue #4, Spring 2013

CD-R

Framework Editions

2013

fourth volume feat. unreleased material only by: TERJE PAULSEN, MAILE
COLBERT, FRANCISCO LOPEZ, YANNICK DAUBY & OLIVIER FERAUD, etc...
explore the beauty of field recordings, found sounds, environmental micro-worlds !!

€20,00

www.frameworkradio.net

€20,00

www.frameworkradio.net

V.A. - Framework Seasonal
96
Issue #5, Summer 2013

CD-R

Framework Editions

2013

this edition presents obscure amateur location recordings by two East Midlands
'tape recording clubs' made 1959-1978 (!), from airport sounds to zoo recordings to
a girls football match, these documents are as coming from an aural picture book,
a vivid insight into British history..

V.A. - Framework Seasonal
Issue #6, Autumn 2013

CD-R

Framework Editions

2013

sixth volume feat. unreleased material only by: MATHIEU RUHLMANN, DAVID
VELEZ, ERIC LA CASA, ARTIFICIAL MEMORY TRACE, SAWAKO, etc... explore
the beauty of field recordings, found sounds, environmental micro-worlds !!

€20,00

www.frameworkradio.net

LP

Sublime Frequencies
SF083

2013

Sahrawi music from Western Sahara & Mauritania, recorded in 2006/2007, all
based on the 'Hassaniya' dialect; using typical folklore-instruments but also electric
guitars & synths; comes w. beautiful gatefold-cover & much background info

€27,50

www.sublimefrequencies.com

2013

great experimental / post-industrial compilation to the theme "stone" and its
geologic processes - feat exclusive material only.: CONTRASTATE, DIETER
MÜH, MNEM, FEINE TRINKERS BEI PINKELS DAHEIM, JEPH JERMAN, CLEW
OF THESEUS, etc. etc.. lim. 199 with 16. booklet, very nice edition !!

€38,00

www.millstonevinyl.se/verlautbarung/

2014

do-MC re-issue of the first two CDR albums by WARDROBE MEMORIES from
1999, which appeared on the DIY label SCHNEETREIBEN in very limited editions
=> dreamy drone ambient with a strong 'cosmic" touch & experimental edge,
travelling far away from earth...this is the 13th tape on the great German tape
label, always using coloured MC bodies & oversized art-covers (21x21cm), comes
with button & postcard

€12,00

www.voluntarywhores.de

2012

limited fund-raising release for the great 'Framework' radioprogramme dedicated to
all kinds of experimental field recordings, run by PATRICK McGINLEY aka
MURMER; this is a 2 1/2 hours recording made by the river of Kinabatangen,
Sabah, in BORNEO, a very remoted area in the rainforest, starting very early in the
morning; pure wildlife & forest sounds !! DVD Video with single still image &
soundtracks, comes in handmade silk-screened origami packaging

€20,00

www.frameworkradio.net

2013

'A 7th Century Soundscape of Lindisfarne' - CHRIS WATSON tried to create an
ambient soundscape reflecting on how it might have sounded on the 'Holy Island'
of Lindisfarne during the four seasons for monks living there in 700 A.D.; listen to
the hissing of ocean & wind, various seabirds and other sea animals, ocean waves
... no trace of human activities, machines, etc..; lovely idea which has been
executed with great care! Comes with extensive liner-notes booklet

€14,00

www.touchmusic.org.uk

2004

recordings from 1985-1988 by the legendary Latvian/Russian avantgarde band
around NICK SUDNICK- this is a re-issue of the first LP from 1989, with bonus
material.. powerful and demanding industrial object noise, mainly created on selfbuild instruments, ecstatic, noisy, crossing genre borders...

€13,00

97

98 V.A. - Hassaniya Music
V.A. - Stein: Interpretationen
99 eines geologischen Materials
und seiner Symbolik

100

WARDROBE MEMORIES Early Years

WATSON, CHRIS - Framework
Seasonal Issue #3, Autumn
101
2012: Sunrise in the Sukau
Rainforest

102

WATSON, CHRIS - In St
Cuthbert's Time

103 ZGA - Riga

Verlautbarung do-LP & 7"
mitteilung 94

do-MC

DVD-R

Voluntary Whores
VOWHO013

Framework Editions

CD

Touch TO:89

CD

Strange Sounds
Records SSR 04007

DRONE RECORDS Non-Entertaining-Muzak LABEL and MAIL-ORDER for EXPERIMENTAL DRONE - DARK AMBIENT - TRANSCENDENTAL - INDUSTRIAL & NOISE - ELECTRO-ACOUSTIC - FIELD RECORDINGS - IMPRO MODERN CLASSIC Explorer 7"- vinyl-series of international artists with hand- or selfmade covers 10"- vinyl concept-series SUBSTANTIA INNOMINATA ('Sing the Song of the Unknown')
home of TRANSGREDIENT Records (the Troum-label : www.troum.com) shipping-adress: Stefan Knappe Celler Strasse 33 28205 Bremen * Germany answer-phone: x49-421-7942996
www.dronerecords.de / drone@dronerecords.de
www.substantia-innominata.de VAT-Nr.: DE 811 790 838 payments: bank-transfer, paypal, moneybookers
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